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Abstract

The problem of the non-causal inversion of linear multivariable discrete-time systems is analyzed in the geometric approach framework
and is solved through the computation of convolution pro#les which guarantee perfect tracking under the assumption of in#nite-length
preaction and postaction time intervals. It is shown how the shape of the convolution pro#les is related to both the relative degree and the
invariant zeros of the plant. A computational setting for the convolution pro#les is derived by means of the standard geometric approach
tools. Feasibility constraints are also taken into account. A possible implementation scheme, based on a #nite impulse response system
acting on a stabilized control loop, is provided.
? 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The problem of deriving a right or left inverse for a
multivariable dynamical system has been widely studied
in the past. Structural conditions for multivariable system
invertibility were almost contemporarily derived in Dorato
(1969), Sain and Massey (1969) and Silverman (1969).
Equivalent structural conditions, expressed in geometric
terms, were stated in Basile and Marro (1973). It is well
known that right inversion is strictly connected to perfect
tracking. In Francis (1979), perfect tracking was approached
as an LQ cheap control problem, while in Davison and
Scherzinger (1987) and Qiu and Davison (1993) it was
shown that perfect tracking cannot be achieved if the sys-
tem is non-minimum phase. However, during the last few
years, it has been shown by several authors that the perfect
tracking problem is solvable with bounded control e@ort
if the signal to be tracked is previewed by a signi#cant
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amount of time and, in the continuous-time case, if it is
also suFciently smooth. The #rst contributions to stable in-
version of non-minimum phase SISO systems mainly refer
to the continuous-time case and can be found in Devasia,
Chen, and Paden (1996) and Hunt, Meyer, and Su (1996).
The formalization of the so-called steering along zeros tech-
nique in the discrete-time SISO case is almost contemporary,
see, e.g. Gross and Tomizuka (1994), Gross, Tomizuka, and
Messner (1994), Tsao (1994), Marro and Fantoni (1996),
and Marconi, Marro, and Melchiorri (2001). Signi#cant re-
cent contributions addressing the use of preview and pre-
action for stable inversion of discrete-time MIMO systems
are given in Zou and Devasia (1999) and Zeng and Hunt
(2000) for linear and nonlinear systems, respectively. The
main contribution of the present work is the development
of a novel solution, completely embedded in the geometric
approach framework, to the non-causal inversion of discrete
time, linear, non-minimum phase, right- and left-invertible
systems in the multivariable case.
In order to clarify the signi#cance of this paper with re-

spect to the previous literature dealing with the SISO case,
or, in other words, in order to explain in which sense the
present paper extends some previous results valid for SISO
systems, it must #rst be said that the computational algo-
rithm providing the convolution pro#les for perfect tracking
presented in this paper is based on the evaluation of three
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di@erent control sequences: the in#nite-horizon preaction
associated with the unstable invariant zeros, the in#nite-
horizon postaction associated with the stable invariant zeros
and the relative degree preaction. In the SISO case—see,
e.g. Marconi et al. (2001)—there was no distinction be-
tween the relative-degree preaction and the in#nite-horizon
preaction; furthermore, both the in#nite-horizon preac-
tion and the in#nite-horizon postaction were evaluated by
strictly using the transfer function approach. Instead, in the
MIMO case a pure geometrical approach has been adopted:
the evaluation of the convolution pro#les is based on the de-
composition of the state space into three di@erent invariant
subspaces, respectively associated to the in#nite-horizon
preaction, the in#nite-horizon postaction, and the relative
degree preaction. In particular, the introduction of the con-
cept of relative-degree preaction exploits an interesting
property of the multivariable relative degree involving the
minimum-conditioned invariant computational sequence.
Hence, the feature distinguishing this paper from other,

valuable, works dealing with the multivariable case—e.g.
the aforementioned (Zou & Devasia, 1999; Zeng & Hunt,
2000)—is that the role played by the geometric approach
is crucial: the overall problem is solved in terms of con-
trolled and conditioned invariant subspaces. Since the
solution herein proposed is based on the decomposition of
an invertible multivariable system, other powerful methods
could also be used to e@ectively derive the convolution
pro#les, primarily the one presented in Sannuti and Saberi
(1987)—see also Saberi, Sannuti, and Chen (1995) and
Saberi, Stoorvogel, and Sannuti (2000)—where geometrical
spaces are mapped to a special coordinate system. However,
the classical geometric approach—Wonham (1985) and
Basile and Marro (1992)—seems to be preferable within
the scope of this paper because of its simplicity: being a
coordinate-free approach, it provides immediate insight
into the meaning of the procedures which are developed.
As for the paper content, #rst, it is recalled that perfect

tracking can be achieved by the convolution of the signals
to be tracked with suitable pro#les de#ned on the whole
time axis, from minus in#nity to plus in#nity. In this con-
text, the convolution pro#les are Kuency derived from the
fundamental properties of the controlled and conditioned
invariant subspaces. Then, feasibility constraints are taken
into account and it is shown that almost perfect tracking
can be achieved by the convolution of a receding-horizon
#nite-number of samples of the signals to be tracked with
consistently truncated pro#les. The solution proposed herein
is fully constructive and is supported by computational al-
gorithms where only the very basic tools of the geometric
approach, i.e. the Matlab? subroutines for geometric ap-
proach computations #rst published with the aforementioned
(Basile and Marro, 1992), are employed.
Interesting problems connected with real implementa-

tion, mainly the e@ects of plant uncertainties, have been
intentionally left apart from considerations, since the aim
of this paper is just to outline—in the simplest way—a neat

computational procedure to solve the non-causal inver-
sion problem with stability in the MIMO case. However,
the robustness of the implementation scheme depicted
herein could be improved by taking appropriate precau-
tions, #rst of all by decreasing sensitivity in a suitable
frequency interval by an inner feedback. More generally,
plant uncertainties could be faced by resorting to mixed
geometrical-optimization procedures to design convolution
pro#les based on di@erent criteria, i.e. optimal or suboptimal
tracking with respect to some, suitably chosen, norm.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the no-

tation and some preliminary results are introduced, directly
starting from right- and left-invertible square systems, to
which the results presented in the rest of the paper mainly
apply. In Section 3, the basic notions of preaction and
postaction are de#ned and their connections with structural
perfect tracking and perfect tracking with internal stability
are analyzed. The role played by relative degree and in-
variant zeros is a key point of this analysis. In Section 4 a
possible implementation scheme for achieving almost per-
fect tracking is provided. The theory is illustrated by means
of a numerical example in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6
the primary results are summarized and directions for future
research are outlined.

2. Notation and recalls

Throughout this paper, R stands for the #eld of real num-
bers. Sets, vector spaces and subspaces are denoted by script
capitals likeV, matrices and linear maps by slanted capitals
like A, the image and the null space of A by im A and ker A,
respectively, the pseudo-inverse of A by A#, and the spec-
trum of A by �(A). The three-map discrete-time-invariant
and linear system

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k);

y(k) = Cx(k);
(1)

is considered, with state x∈Rn, control input u∈Rp and
controlled output y∈Rq, matrices B and C of full rank.
Referring to system (1), B stands for im B, C for kerC,
V∗ or maxV(A;B;C) for the maximum (A;B)-controlled
invariant contained in C, S∗ or minS(A;C;B) for the
minimum (A;C)-conditioned invariant containing B, and
RV∗ for the reachable set on V∗, computable as V∗ ∩S∗.
From now on, system (1) is assumed to be square, right-
and left-invertible.
The system right invertibility (or functional controlla-

bility) denotes its property of reproducing at the output
any arbitrary function, starting from the zero state and
after some delay, provided that a suitable control in-
put is applied. The relative degree of a (right-invertible)
system denotes the minimum delay for any output to
be reproduced. Clearly, the right invertibility assump-
tion is mandatory to guarantee solvability of the perfect
tracking problem. On the contrary, the left invertibility
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assumption is introduced to simplify the discussion, which,
nevertheless, could be extended to non-left-invertible sys-
tems with the di@erence that the eigenvalues associated
with RV∗ should be arbitrarily assigned by feedback—
see, e.g. Remark 2 in Marro, Prattichizzo, and Zattoni
(2002) for details. In the following, some characteri-
zation of right and left invertibility, the connection be-
tween the relative degree and the standard conditioned
invariant algorithm, and, #nally, the de#nition of in-
variant zeros are brieKy recalled, since they are func-
tional to the main results on perfect tracking presented in
Section 3.

Proposition 1. Functional controllability of system (1) is
equivalent to each one of the following relations:

CS∗ = Rq; (2)

S∗ + C = Rn; (3)

S∗ +V∗ = Rn: (4)

Proof. Condition (2) is simply the discrete-time counterpart
of a result proved by Basile and Marro (1973; Theorem 4).
Since C is of full rank; (2) and (3) are equivalent (recall that
CS∗ = CPS∗; where P denotes the orthogonal projection
matrix on imCT; i.e. the projection matrix on imCT along
kerC). Equivalence of (3) and (4) follows as the dual of
the well-known property

V∗ ∩B= {0} ⇔ RV∗ =V∗ ∩S∗ = {0}; (5)

where the expression for RV∗ was #rst proved by Morse
(1973; Lemma 1.1.)

Proposition 2. Left invertibility of system (1) is equiv-
alent to each one of relations (5). Hence; right and left
invertibility of system (1) is equivalent to the relation
V∗ ⊕S∗ = Rn.

Theorem 3. The relative degree of system (1)—right-
invertible by assumption—is the least integer � such that
each one of the following relations holds:

CS�−1 = Rq; (6)

S�−1 + C = Rn; (7)

S�−1 +V∗ = Rn; (8)

where Si ; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k; is provided by the standard con-
ditioned invariant algorithm

S0 :=B; Si :=A(Si−1 ∩ C) +B; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k (9)

with k such that Sk+1 =Sk .

Proof. Eq. (6) is an obvious consequence of the de#nition
of right invertibility and Eq. (2). Equivalence of (6) and (7)
is straightforward. Equivalence of (7) and (8) can be shown
by slightly extending the proof of the Morse Theorem.

Consider the standard controlled invariant sequence

V0 :=C; Vi :=A−1(Vi−1 +B) ∩ C; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k

with k such that Vk+1 =Vk ; and the modi#ed sequence

V′
0 :=C; V′

i :=A−1(V′
i−1 +S�−1) ∩ C; i = 1; 2; : : : ; k:

As can be easily shown by induction; the relations

S�−1 +Vi =S�−1 +V′
i ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; k

hold. Hence; in particular; it is possible to writeS�−1+V∗=
S�−1 + V′∗; where V∗ and V′∗ denote the last terms of
the respective sequences. However; by construction;V′

i=C;
i=1; 2; : : : ; k; can be written. Hence the thesis is proved.

Corollary 4. The relative degree � of system (1)—right-
and left-invertible by assumption—is the number of steps
for evaluating S∗; i.e. S�−1 =S∗.

De�nition 5. The invariant zeros of system (1) are the in-
ternal unassignable eigenvalues of V∗; de#ned by

Z= �(A+ BF)V∗=RV∗ ;

where F denotes any matrix such that (A+ BF)V∗ ⊆ V∗.

Since system (1) is left-invertible by assumption, all the
internal eigenvalues of V∗ are unassignable.

3. Basic results

If a system is right-invertible, then, by de#nition, arbitrary
trajectories can be reproduced at the outputs provided that
they are known in advance by � instants of time, where �
denotes the system relative degree. Hence, perfect tracking
per se only requires a preview of � samples of the reference
signals. However, if the system is non-minimum phase, both
the states and the control inputs may diverge exponentially.
Clearly, this is not acceptable in technical practice and, if
a signi#cant preview of the reference signals is available, it
can be avoided by means of a preaction, i.e. a suitable action
in advance on the control inputs. The problem of reproduc-
ing a given output without caring about state divergence is
also known as the structural perfect tracking problem, and
is actually the problem which was considered in the early
investigations on system invertibility. Instead, the problem
of perfect tracking with internal stability consists in repro-
ducing a given output at a certain time instant, while main-
taining the output equal to zero elsewhere and avoiding state
divergence.
The solution which is proposed in this section applies to

the more general problem, the one with internal stability, and
is achieved by combining (Corollary 13) results on structural
perfect tracking (Lemma 6, Algorithm 7, and Theorem 9)
with results on internal stability (Theorem 10 and Algorithm
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12). More speci#cally, Theorem 9 shows that the state can
be driven from x(0) = 0 to x(�) = xf along a trajectory
which is invisible at output until the step �−1, while Cx(�)
is equal to the desired output yf. Theorem 9 essentially
exploits the geometric meaning of the conditioned invariant
subspaceS∗. Theorem 10 shows that the e@ect at the output
of a generic state xf can be nulled while avoiding state
divergence. Theorem 10 contains the main design idea in
the sense that it introduces the concepts of preaction and
postaction. However, since the target is to reproduce at the
output any given sequence (with a possible relative degree
delay), both Theorems 10 and 9 are needed: Theorem 9
shows how any given output can be obtained at the step
�, while Theorem 10 shows how the e@ect at the output
due to the state which guarantees the desired output at the
step � can be nulled from the step � + 1 on, still ensuring
a state trajectory converging to the origin. This concept is
expressed by Corollary 13.
In order to formulate the following statements concisely,

some further assumptions on the controlled system are in-
troduced, all of them of a technical nature: the system is also
assumed to be controllable, asymptotically stable, 1 with no
invariant zeros on the unit circle.

Lemma 6. Let us assume that A is non-singular and denote
with (Ar ; Br) the pair characterizing the reverse dynamics of
system (1); i.e. Ar:=A−1; Br:=−A−1B. The subspaceS∗∩
C is an (Ar ;Br)-controlled invariant and all its internal
unassignable eigenvalues are equal to zero.

Proof. The (Ar ;Br)-controlled invariance of S∗ ∩ C is
proved by

Ar(S∗ ∩ C)⊆ ArS
∗ ∩ ArC

= Ar(A(S∗ ∩ C) +B) ∩ ArC

= (S∗ ∩ C + A−1B) ∩ A−1C

⊆S∗ ∩ C +Br :

For any given state xf ∈ (S∗ ∩ C); one and only one tra-
jectory belonging to S∗ ∩C exists; along which the state is
driven from the origin to xf. In fact; if there were two; their
di@erence; still belonging to S∗ ∩ C; would lead the state
back to the origin and this is against the hypothesis of left
invertibility of the system. The same trajectory; followed
backwards according to the reverse system dynamics; leads
the state from xf to the origin. This implies that all the inter-
nal eigenvalues of S∗ ∩C as an (Ar ;Br)-controlled invari-
ant are equal to zero. By the left-invertibility assumption;
these eigenvalues are also unassignable.

Algorithm 7 (Computation of the control sequence u(k),
k = 0; : : : ; �-2, which drives the state from x(0) = 0 to

1 Stability is often ensured by feedback—see Section 4.

x(�-1) = Ox∈S∗ ∩ C, along a trajectory belonging to
S∗ ∩C). Let Ox be any state belonging toS∗ ∩C. Eqs. (2)
and (9) imply that Ox can be reached from the origin in �−1
steps. By virtue of Lemma 6; the trajectory along which the
state is driven from x(�− 1)= Ox to the origin according to
the dynamics of the closed-loop reverse system is given by

x(k − 1) = (Ar + BrFr)x(k); k = �− 1; : : : ; 1;

where Fr is such thatS∗ ∩C is an invariant in Ar +BrFr .

The corresponding control input sequence is given by

u(k) = Frx(k + 1); k = 0; : : : ; �− 2:

Remark 8. Algorithm 7 can also be used if A is singular; by
resorting to a simple contrivance. In this case; a suitable pole
placement can be performed; since (A; B) is controllable. Let
H be such that OA:=A + BH is non-singular and denote by
Ou(k) the control sequence obtained for the triple ( OA; B; C).
Since the algorithm also provides the state x(k); the control
for (A; B; C) is given by

u(k) = u(k) + Hx(k); k = 0; : : : ; �− 2:

Theorem 9. For any given output yf ∈Rq; a control input
sequence u(k); k=0; : : : ; �−1; exists; which drives the state
from x(0)=0 to x(�)=xf; where xf is such that Cxf=yf;
along a trajectory belonging toS∗∩C (therefore invisible
at the output) until the last step but one.

Proof. The right invertibility of the system implies Eq. (2).
Therefore; for any given yf ∈Rq; xf ∈S∗ exists such that
Cxf = yf. Since S∗ = A(S∗ ∩C) +B; Ox∈ (S∗ ∩C) and
�∈Rq exist such that xf = A Ox + B�. Algorithm 7 provides
the control input sequence that drives the state from the
origin to Ox along a trajectory belonging toS∗∩C; while the
control input that drives the state from Ox to xf is u(�−1)=�.
Let Vr be a basis matrix of S∗ ∩ C; so that Ox = Vr�. The
relation[
�

�

]
= (C [AVr B])#yf (10)

provides � and �.

Theorem 10. Let us assume that the state of system (1) is
forced to a given xf ∈Rn at the time instant � by an exter-
nal event. A control input sequence u(k); k = : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ;
exists which both nulls the e>ect of the state xf on the out-
put and avoids state divergence.

Proof. By the assumption of right- and left invertibility of
the system; xf can be decomposed as xf = OxV∗ + OxS∗ ;
where OxV∗ ∈V∗ and OxS∗ ∈S∗. In the proof of Theorem
9 it has been shown that a control input sequence; u1(k);
k =0; : : : ; �− 1; exists which drives the state from x(0) = 0
to x(�) = − OxS∗ ; thus cancelling the e@ect of OxS∗ on the
output from the time instant � on. The component OxV∗ is
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forced to remain on V∗ and to asymptotically converge to
the origin by means of the in#nite-horizon preaction and
postaction control sequences. The left-invertibility assump-
tion implies that the equality V∗ =VS ⊕VU holds; where
VS and VU are (A;B)-controlled invariants; strictly stable
and strictly unstable; respectively. Then OxV∗ can be decom-
posed as OxV∗ = OxVS + OxVU ; where OxVS ∈VS and OxVU ∈VU.
Let F be such that V∗; VS and VU are A + BF invari-
ants. Since all the internal eigenvalues of VS in A + BF
are stable; a control input sequence; u2(k); k = �; �+ 1; : : : ;
exists which drives OxVS asymptotically to the origin; along
a trajectory belonging to VS. Since all the internal eigen-
values of VU in A+ BF are unstable; a state trajectory be-
longing to VU exists; which; pursued backwards in time;
steers − OxVU asymptotically to the origin as k approaches
−∞. The corresponding control input sequence; denoted by
u3(k); k=�−1; �−2; : : : ; is supposed to be recorded so that
it can be applied; forwards in time; to the original system;
starting from the zero state at the time instant −∞. So; the
control law u3(k); k= : : : ; �−2; �−1; applied to the original
system; starting from the zero state at the time−∞; leads the
state to− OxVU at the time instant �; along an externally stable
state trajectory. This means that it becomes possible to can-
cel OxVU at the same time instant �. In the most general case;
the target speci#ed in the statement is achieved by applying
the sum of the previously de#ned control sequences (each
assumed equal to zero wherever not explicitly de#ned).

Remark 11. The above proof of Theorem 10 points out
that; if the system has no invariant zeros; then only the
relative-degree preaction u1(k); k = 0; : : : ; � − 1; has to be
applied; if the system has only stable invariant zeros; then
also the in#nite-horizon postaction u2(k); k=�; �+1; : : : ; has
to be taken into account; and; #nally; if the system has both
stable and unstable invariant zeros; then the in#nite-horizon
preaction u3(k); k = : : : ; � − 2; � − 1; also has to be
considered.

Algorithm 12 (Computation of the control sequences u1(k),
u2(k), and u3(k)). Let V and Vr be basis matrices of V∗

andS∗∩C; respectively. Then xf ∈Rn can be decomposed
as xf = V� + AVr� + B� where �∈Rs with s:=dimV∗;
�∈Rt with t:=dim(S∗ ∩ C) and �∈Rq are given by

�

�

�


= [V AVr B]#xf: (11)

The component OxS∗ = AVr� + B� can be cancelled by
reaching its opposite as speci?ed in Theorem 9. The
relative-degree control sequence u1(k) is so obtained. The
component OxV∗ can be managed by applying the control
input sequences resulting from the procedure described be-
low. Let us perform the state space basis transformation
T :=[V S]; where S is a basis matrix of S∗. The matrices

A′; B′; C′ in the new basis have the following structures:

A′:= T−1AT =

[
A′
11 A′

12

A′
21 A′

22

]
; B′:= T−1B=

[
0

B′
2

]
;

C′:= CT = [0 C′
2];

where A′
11 ∈Rs×s and each of the other sub-matrices has

accordingly de?ned dimensions. Let us consider a state
feedback matrix F ′:=[F ′

1 0]; where F ′
1:=−(B′

2)
#A′

21. Then
the closed-loop system matrix is

A′
F :=A′ + B′F ′ =

[
A′
11 A′

12

0 A′
22

]
;

where A′
11 ∈Rs×s is the restriction of A′

F to V∗. By per-
forming a further basis transformation T ′ ∈Rs×s separat-
ing the stable and unstable invariant subspaces of A′

11 it
follows that

A′′
11:= (T ′)−1A′

11T
′ =

[
AS 0

0 AU

]
:

The corresponding F ′′
1 :=T ′F ′

1 can be accordingly parti-
tioned as F ′′

1 = [FS FU ]. Let[
OxS

OxU

]
:= (T ′)−1�;

the postaction state trajectory in the new basis is computed
from the initial condition x2(�) = OxS by the recursive for-
mula

x2(k + 1) = ASx2(k); k = �; �+ 1; : : : ;

while the corresponding control input sequence is

u2(k) = FSx2(k); k = �; �+ 1; : : : :

The preaction state trajectory is similarly computed from
the initial condition x3(�) =− OxU by the recursive formula

x3(k − 1) = A−1
U x3(k); k = �; �− 1; : : : ;

while

u3(k) = FUx3(k); k = : : : ; �− 2; �− 1

gives the corresponding control input sequence.

Corollary 13. For any given yf ∈Rq; a control input se-
quence reproducing yf at the output at the time instant �
exists; cancelling the output elsewhere and maintaining the
state bounded.

Proof. Such a sequence can be obtained by combining the
following two: the one leading the state from x(0) = 0 to
x(�)=xf; where xf is such that Cxf=yf; along a trajectory
belonging to S∗ ∩C until the time instant �− 1 (Theorem
9) and the one cancelling the e@ect on the output of the state
Axf that is produced at the time instant �+1 by the former
(Theorem 10).
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Fig. 1. A typical input component generating the impulse yf at the time
instant �.

The previous results focus on the problem of reproduc-
ing at the output an arbitrary reference vector yf ∈Rq,
with the relative-degree delay and the warranty of internal
stability. In the most general case, the plot of a generic
component of the control input as a function of time is a
pro#le similar to that shown in Fig. 1, where preaction,
relative-degree preaction, and postaction can be easily
distinguished.
By virtue of superposition, particularly relevant to our

aims is considering, in place of an arbitrary reference vector
yf, each component of some basis of the output space Rq,
for instance the main basis. The previously described algo-
rithms still hold if the identity matrix Iq is assumed instead
of yf. Consistently, the state and the control input become
matrices as well. More precisely, Eq. (10) is replaced
by[
�

�

]
= (C [AVr B])#Iq

and Eq. (11) is replaced by

�

�

�


= [V AVr B]#Xf;

where Xf:=AVr� + B�. As a consequence, the control
sequence turns out to be a sequence of q × q matri-
ces, denoted by H (‘), ‘ = : : : ; 0; 1; : : : . The generic el-
ement Hij(‘), ‘ = : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; is the control sequence
to be applied at the jth input in order to obtain a unit
impulse at the ith output at the time instant �. Obvi-
ously, in the most general case, its plot is still similar
to that shown in Fig. 1. In conclusion, once the se-
quence H (‘), ‘ = : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; has been obtained, su-
perposition allows reproducing (with relative-degree
delay and internal stability) any reference signal r(k),
k = : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ; provided that it is completely known in ad-
vance. In fact, the corresponding control sequence is given
by

u(k) =
∞∑

‘=−∞
H (‘)r(k − ‘): (12)

4. The right inversion with a �nite impulse response
(FIR) system

In Section 3, the problem of the non-causal inversion of
a multivariable discrete time-invariant system is completely
and exactly solved from a theoretical viewpoint. However,
severe limitations to the practical implementation of the pro-
posed solution are found at a simple inspection of Eq. (12).
The #rst, apparent, drawback is that the number of elements
of the sequence of matricesH (‘), ‘= : : : ; 0; 1; : : : ;which can
be recorded in a digital processing unit is (obviously) #nite.
This is not a great problem, since, by virtue of the exponen-
tial convergence to zero of each pro#le towards both mi-
nus in#nity and plus in#nity, it is possible to consider (and
register) only a #nite number of elements of the sequence,
with an approximation error which decreases as the number
of elements which are considered increases. In addition, it
is worth noting that, although in some cases the reference
trajectories are completely known in advance (e.g. pro#les
to be tracked by machine tools), in many cases these are
known in advance by a time interval of #nite length (e.g.
contact Kight). Owing to this, we can assert that almost per-
fect tracking can be achieved if a preview of the reference
trajectories is available, whose length is signi#cantly greater
than the maximum time constant associated to the inverses
of the controlled system invariant zeros. If this is the case,
the convolution in Eq. (12) can be replaced by

u(k) =
kb−1∑

‘=−ka

H (‘)r(k − ‘); (13)

where −ka and kb are the time instants where the convolu-
tion pro#les are truncated towards minus in#nity and plus
in#nity, respectively or, equivalently, ka and kb are the num-
ber of samples of preview and memory of the reference sig-
nals, respectively. In other words, Eq. (13) expresses the
idea that, at any time instant k, the control input u(k) is eval-
uated by the convolution of the same ka+kb elements of the
truncated sequence of matrices with ka + kb samples (“cen-
tered” at the current time instant k) of the reference signals.
A possible implementation scheme is shown in Fig. 2. The

controlled system is the three-map discrete time-invariant
dynamical system (1), with the hypotheses introduced in
Sections 2 and 3. The feedback regulator is designed to
guarantee stability and good steady-state performance of the
control loop, e.g. it can be based on the internal model prin-
ciple. The feedforward unit is designed to guarantee almost
perfect tracking. Its input is the previewed reference signal
r(k + ka). Its outputs are the control input u(k), evaluated
according to Eq. (13), and the �-delayed reference signal
r(k − �), to be compared with the output of the control
loop. Hence, the feedforward unit consists of a FIR system.
Clearly, the e@ect of truncation at the output is a tracking
error e(k) which can be conveniently managed by the feed-
back regulator.
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Fig. 2. The control system considered.

5. An illustrative example

The non-causal inversion of system (1) with

A:=




0:5 1 −0:4 0

0:1 0:7 0 −0:5

0 0 0:4 0

0 0 0 0:6


 ; B:=




1 0

0 1

1 0

0 1


 ;

C:=

[
1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

]
;

is considered. The relative degree of the system is �=1. Its
invariant zeros are z1 = 0:8 and z2 = 1:1. The convolution
pro#les are computed with preaction and postaction time
intervals consisting of 100 samples each.
The tracking of a reference signal, whose preview is

assumed to correspond to 100 samples, is considered. The
reference signal, shown in Fig. 3, is identically equal to
zero at the #rst input, while it consists of the sequence
of a ramp starting at the time instant 0, a constant and
a negative step at the second input. Fig. 4 illustrates
the outputs which are obtained by assuming the previ-
ously computed convolution pro#les, i.e. exploiting the
whole preview of the reference signal and a postaction
of 100 samples. The ramp at the output starts with the
relative degree delay, � = 1. It is also worth noting that
the value of the second output is di@erent from zero—
although negligible with respect to the second—at the
beginning of the preaction: this is caused by the trunca-
tion of the convolution pro#les. A similar e@ect could
also be seen at the end of the postaction, by a further
visualization of some samples. Preaction and postaction
can be easily distinguished in Fig. 5, which shows the
control inputs. Preaction is particularly evident in the
second control input before the time instant 0, while
postaction is clear in the #rst control input after the time
instant 40.

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
  − 1

 − 0.5

0

0.5

1
reference input 1

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
reference input 2

Fig. 3. Reference signals.

  − 100   − 80   − 60   − 40   − 20 0 20 40 60 80 100
 − 6

 − 5

 − 4

  − 3

 − 2

  − 1

0
x 10

− 4 output 1

  − 100   − 80   − 60   − 40   − 20 0 20 40 60 80 100
  − 0.5

0

0.5

1
output 2

Fig. 4. Signals reproduced at the outputs.

  − 100   − 80   − 60   − 40  − 20 0 20 40 60 80 100
  − 3

  − 2.5

  − 2

 − 1.5

  − 1

  − 0.5

0
control input 1

  − 100   − 80   − 60   − 40   − 20 0 20 40 60 80 100
  − 1.5

  − 1

  − 0.5

0

0.5
control input 2

Fig. 5. Control inputs.
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6. Concluding remarks

A complete computational setting for non-causal inver-
sion of multivariable discrete time-invariant systems is pro-
vided in the geometric approach framework. The proposed
solution is based on a FIR system evaluating the control in-
puts as a convolution of a receding-horizon #nite number
of samples of the signals to be tracked with suitable pro-
#les. The connection between the shapes of the convolution
pro#les and the relative degree of the plant, as well as its
invariant zeros is investigated in detail. The software sup-
porting this work only exploits the very basic routines of the
geometric approach. 2 The minimization of the e@ects of the
truncation error, as well as the relation between the choice
of the length of the preaction and postaction time intervals
and the characteristics of the feedback regulator can be eas-
ily evaluated. Finally, it can be shown that, if the controlled
system is both right- and left-invertible, similar pro#les can
be used for left inversion: a possible delay in the signal re-
construction replaces preaction.
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